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2015-2016 ANNUAL REPORT 

Virginia Tech Student Chapter  

of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute 

Report Date: May 1st, 2016 

This report summarizes the membership and activities conducted by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 

University (Virginia Tech) Student Chapter of the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute during the 2015-

2016 academic year. 

MISSION & GOALS 

The EERI/VT Student Chapter aims to contribute to the dissemination of knowledge pertaining to research and 

professional activities associated with earthquake engineering and with the student community at Virginia Tech 

(VT). Additionally, the Chapter seeks to encourage the interaction and scientific collaboration among VT 

students and professionals interested in earthquake-related research. Providing new scenarios where students 

can learn from each other’s research will advance the quality of their work while giving them a more 

comprehensive understanding of the field. 

MEMBERSHIP 

The Virginia Tech Student Chapter had a total of 10 members in 2015-2016. 

OFFICERS 

The Board consisted of the following members: 

Role Name EERI Member Number Email Student Status 

President Gage Pepin unknown Gage22p@vt.edu Graduate 

Vice President Patrick O’Brien 18315 Pato91@vt.edu Graduate 

Treasurer Max O’Krepki 18129 Maxo1@vt.edu Undergraduate 

Secretary Jeena Jayamon 16345 jeenarj@vt.edu Graduate 

SEI Council Adrian Tola 18022 atola@vt.edu Graduate 

SDC Captain Jordan Perlmutter unknown pjord93@vt.edu Graduate 

Board meetings were held weekly to discuss upcoming events, presentations, and general chapter details. 

FACULTY & INDUSTRYADVISORS 

Faculty Advisor: Ioannis Koutromanos, ikoutrom@vt.edu 

Industry Advisors: Sanj Malushte, smalusht@bechtel.com 
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MEMBERS 

A complete list of members is shown below. 

Name EERI Member Number Email Student Status 

Ashly Cabas 16774 amcabas@vt.edu Graduate 

Mehrnoush Farhadi 18549 mfarhadi@vt.edu Graduate 

Yu Gao 18397 Ygao63@vt.edu Graduate 

Jeena Jayamon 16345 jeenarj@vt.edu Graduate 

Brett Maurer 17023 bwmaurer@vt.edu Graduate 

Ammar Motowala 18404 Akm90@vt.edu Graduate 

Patrick O’Brien 18315 Pato91@vt.edu Graduate 

Max O’Krepki 18129 Maxo1@vt.edu Undergraduate 

Gage Pepin unknown Gage22p@vt.edu Graduate 

Adrian Tola 18022 atola@vt.edu Graduate 

BUDGET & FINANCIALS 

Budget for the chapter came solely from VT’s Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, in the 

amount of $500. This was used to cover chapter expenses, including travel reimbursements for speakers and 

hosting events. 

List any financial sponsors of your chapter. 

Sponsor Name/Organization Contact Person Amount 

CEE Department – Virginia Tech Bonnie Franklin $500 

 

CHAPTER ACTIVITIES 

REGULAR CHAPTER MEETINGS 

Chapter meetings were held as “board meetings” each week for the academic year. Though these meetings 

mainly covered work related to the board members, attendance was “open” and non-board members were 

encouraged to come and provide input. During these meetings, we set up speaker visits, discussed outreach 

opportunities, and how to bolster chapter growth.  

FRIEDMAN FAMILY VISITING PROFESSIONAL 

The lecture presented by John Hooper at Virginia Tech as part of the Friedman Family Visiting Professional 

Program addressed the current state of art of performance based seismic design (PBSD). The audience of the 

lecture included students and faculty from Virginia Tech and professionals working in different firms in Roanoke. 

There was an engaging attendee interaction following the lecture, about topics on the emerging trends in 

seismic engineering practice. John Hooper helped to answer students’ queries about the opportunities of PBSD 

in practice and academic research. Faculties who attended the seminar initiated discussions on how to 

prepare the student community to be part of the new directions in structural design and assessment. In 

addition to Mr. Hooper’s engaging lecture, he was also provided a tour of VT’s Structures Laboratory, and 
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several students were given the opportunity to present their research and receive feedback from Mr. Hooper. 

The tour was followed by lunch with VT’s student chapter officers, in which an informal discussion took place on 

how to bolster the growth of the chapter and expand on outreach opportunities. The lecture was followed by a 

reception in which lecture attendees were able to introduce themselves to Mr. Hooper and ask any questions 

in a casual, welcoming atmosphere. 

 

Dr. Pedro Silva’s Visit  

Dr. Pedro Silva, of George Washington University, agreed to visit the Virginia Tech student body on February 

17th, 2016 to give a presentation on P-Delta Limit State for the Seismic Evaluation of Slender RC Bridge Columns. 

Upon his arrival, the EERI student officers welcomed him to downtown Blacksburg with a lunch at a local 

favorite dining spot in. Here, the officers were privileged with hearing of Dr. Silva’s professional experiences, and 

gained excellent insight into post graduate life. After lunch, officers gave Dr. Silva a brief tour of Virginia Tech’s 

campus and walked him to his next meetings with Virginia Tech faculty. After these meetings, Dr. Silva’s 

presentation was given to students and faculty alike across multiple disciplines. At the conclusion of his 

presentation, students had the opportunity to ask questions and interact with Dr. Silva and each other. This 

concluded Dr. Silva’s visit, as he had to get back to George Washington University and his home that same 

night. The students and Dr. Silva both expressed positive sentiments towards Dr. Silva’s visit, and are happy to 

have had such an accommodating guest. 

Dr. Melvyn Kowalsky’s Visit  

Dr. Melvyn Kowalsky from North Carolina State University presented on “Overview of Displacement-Based 

Seismic Design of Bridges”, March 16 th , 2016.  Dr, Kowalsky’s presentation gathered many graduate students 

and several faculty members of Virginia Tech.  Also, the EERI student chapter organized meetings between Dr. 

Kowalsky and Faculty of the Structures and Geotechnical majors at Virginia Tech during his two-day visit.  Our 

guest also visited the Thomas Murray Structures Laboratory at VT, and he also joined the current and previous 

EERI officers during meals. The EERI Student Chapter at VT is very pleased to have had Dr. Kowalsky on campus, 

and it hopes he comes back for other talks in the future. 
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Dr. Kevin Wong’s Visit  

Dr. Kevin Wong presented a new analytical method for performing nonlinear analysis of seismically-excited 

frames structures. The presentation introduced some of the issues related to the modeling of material and 

geometric nonlinearity in a classical method of structural analysis. Later the Dr. Wong explained the use of 

stability functions for handling geometric nonlinearity by including material nonlinearity in the stiffness matrix 

formulation starting from basic mechanics and thus bypassing the complications from the use of tangent 

stiffness matrix. Apart from the lecture, Dr. Wong find time to spend with the EERI student officers and met with 

various faculty in the department. During his visit, Dr. Wong was also given a tour to the structural engineering 

laboratory. 

Social Nights 

VT EERI held two “Social Night” activities this Spring semester at a local restaurant – the first on February 4th and 

the second on April 27th. The aim of these social nights was to encourage students of different backgrounds to 

gather in an informal setting and network with their peers over shared interests.  

Promotional Activit ies 

As it is a relatively new student, EERI officers took great effort in introducing the chapter activities and EERI 

mission to the student community here at Virginia Tech. During the beginning of each semester, orientation 

talks are given to the new graduate students in the department and explained the benefits of having EERI 

membership and being part of EERI student chapter. In an effort to form a team to participate in the 2017 

Seismic Design Competition, EERI officers gave short talk during various undergraduate lecture hours. 

SEISMIC DESIGN COMPETITION TEAM 

In the Spring Semester efforts were made to form an undergraduate seismic design team in preparation for the 

2017 competition. EERI officers visited Junior and Senior level classes within the Civil Engineering department 

and promoted the competition, which Virginia Tech has never participated in. One officer, Jordan Perlmutter, 

was chosen to advise the undergraduate team on the more technical aspects of the competition once the 

team begins to work in earnest in the Fall. So far the response has been promising. 

SDC Team Members 

At this time, Jordan Perlmutter is the only official member of the team, and is currently working to form the rest 

of the team. He will serve as the team’s Graduate Advisor, and will officially join EERI this coming Fall. 

 
Name EERI Member Number Email Role 

Jordan Perlmutter unknown Pjord93@vt.edu Graduate Advisor 

 

ELECTION & ELECTION RESULTS 

An election for officers for the 2016-2017 academic year was held in April 2016. The table below shows the new 

officers appointed to the Chapter board who will take office on August 2017. 

Role Name EERI Member Number Email Student Status 

President Patrick O’Brien 18315 Pato91@vt.edu Graduate 
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Vice 
President 

Santiago 
Vinueza 

Unknown svinueza@vt.edu Graduate 

Treasurer Ezra Edwin Unknown Ezra92@vt.edu Graduate 

Secretary Jordan 
Perlmutter 

Unknown Pjord93@vt.edu Graduate 

 

FEEDBACK FOR EERI 

Despite bringing in a lot of speakers and attempting to hold events for interested students, our chapter has 

struggled to really make any sort of growth in membership. We’re sure we can’t be the first chapter to 

experience such difficulties, so any support or helpful tips that EERI might be able to provide would be greatly 

appreciated! We’re eager to expand and are hopeful that we’ll be able to do so in the coming semesters. 

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS  

Included at the end of this report are various attachments to supplement the information included above.  A 

list of the attachments is included below: 

 Item 1, Flier for John Hooper’s FFVP Visit 

 Item 2, Flier for Dr. Silva’s Visit 

 Item 3, Flier for Dr. Kowalsky’s Visit 

 Item 4, Flier for Dr. Wong’s Visit 

 Item 5, Flier for EERI Social Night 

 Item 6, Flier for Officer Elections 



The$Ninth$Annual$CELES$Lecture$
 

Sponsored)by)The)Center)for)Extreme)Load)Effects)on)Structures))

Performance7Based$Seismic$Design:$$
Today’s$Approaches$and$a$Vision$for$the$Future$$

$
John$Hooper,$P.E,$S.E.$

Senior$Principal/Director$of$Earthquake$Engineering$
Magnusson$Klemencic$Associates$

)
Friday,)November)6,)2015))

Presentation)at)4:00)E))Reception)at)5:00)p.m.)
) ) 3100)Torgersen)Hall)
$
Synopsis:$
Performance*Based. Seismic. Design. (PBSD). has. been. used. for. decades. for. the.
seismic. retrofit. of. existing. buildings. and. the. design. of. new. structures.. . Today’s.
PBSD. approaches. focus. on. providing. a. design. that. typically. targets. one. of. the.
following.performance. levels. for.a.one.of. several. ground. shaking.hazard. levels:..
Operational,.Immediate.Occupancy,.Life.Safety,.or.Collapse.Prevention..
..........The.building.code.performance.objective.for.new,.ordinary.(Risk.Category.II).
buildings.is.to.provide.Life.Safety.for.Design.Earthquake.(DE).ground.shaking.and.
Collapse.Prevention.for.Maximum.Considered.Earthquake.(MCE).ground.shaking...
PBSD. for. new. buildings. is. typically. targets. performance. equivalent. to. a. code*
prescriptive. design.. . Two. examples. will. be. presented:. (1). A. high*rise. concrete.
structure. that. exceeds. the. code.height. limits. and. (2). a. steel. building. that. used.
nonlinear. response. history. analysis. to. fine*tune. the. seismic. design. and. reduce.
construction.costs....
..........Both. examples. evaluated. whether. the. building. meets. in. the. intended.
performance.objective.of.a.low.likelihood.of.collapse.given.MCE.ground.shaking...
Moving. beyond. solely. using. collapse. as. the. metric. for. whether. a. design. is.
acceptable. is. the.vision. for. the. future.. .A.FEMA*sponsored,.Applied.Technology.
Council*managed. research. effort. has. been. underway. for. nearly. 15. years.
developing. the.methodology.. . The. results. of. this. effort. have.been.published. in.
FEMA.P*58.Seismic.Performance.Assessment.of.Buildings...The.final.portion.of.the.
presentation. will. focus. on. this. new. approach,. which. will. allow. engineers. to.
estimate.the.following.information.for.their.buildings:.Repair.costs,.Repair.time,.Unsafe.placards,.and.Casualties..
.
About$the$speaker:$)$
John. Hooper. is. a. Senior. Principal. and. the. Director. of. Earthquake.
Engineering.at.Magnusson.Klemencic.Associates,.a.consulting.structural.
and. civil. engineering. firm. in. Seattle,. Washington.. . He. received. his.
Bachelor. of. Civil. Engineering. from. Seattle. University. and. a. Master. of.
Science.from.the.University.of.California.at.Berkeley.. . John.has.over.30.
years. of. engineering. experience. in. the. fields. of. renovation,. seismic.
engineering,.earthquake.engineering,.and.structural.analysis...He.is.Chair.
of. the. American. Society. of. Civil. Engineer. (ASCE. 7’s). Seismic.
Subcommittee.and.is.a.member.of.the.Main.Committee,.member.of.the.
NEHRP.Advisory.Committee.on.Earthquake.Hazards.Reduction.(ACEHR),.
and.a.member.of.the.Building.Seismic.Safety.Council.(BSSC).NEHRP.Provisions.Update.Committee....John.has.been.
involved. in. the.majority. of.MKA’s. Performance*Based. Seismic. high*rise. designs. over. the. past. 15. years. and. has.
been. part. of. the. Project. Technical. Committee. responsible. for. developing. the. FEMA. P*58. Seismic. Performance.
Assessment.of.Buildings.Methodology..
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DATE: Wednesday, February 17, 2016 

TIME: 4:00 to 4:50 pm  

LOCATION: Holden Hall Auditorium 

SNACKS WILL BE PROVIDED! 

 

Speaker: 

Dr. Pedro F. Silva, Associate Professor, George Washington University, 
has been involved in large-scale projects that investigated new/retrofit 
design concepts for bridge and building structures. Recently Dr. Silva was 
part of a collaborative research project funded under NSF that involved 
researchers from Michigan State University and nationwide practitioners. 
One of the main goals of the research was to quantify through quasi-static 
and shake table testing the dynamic instability of RC bridge columns. In 
the past Dr. Silva was part of a research project funded under NEES/NSF. 
This project involved the participation of researchers from the University 
of Houston, University of California-Los Angeles, the University of Illinois-
Urbana Champaign, Purdue University and the University of Nevada-Reno. 
One of the main outcomes of the research was to better understand the 
response of bridges under earthquakes. Dr. Silva has also been funded 
from NSF, FHWA, and TSWG to investigate the design of structures to 
resist blast loads. Based on this brief background information, Dr. Silva 
has an extensive research experience in both experimental and analytical 
data collection and investigation of the built infrastructure. 

Presentation Summary:  

An analytical approach for investigating the dynamic stability of reinforced concrete (RC) bridge columns 
under the combined effects of gravity and dynamic loads is given in closed-form solution. Equations of 
motion are developed for a model consisting of a mass, and an elastic column that is fixed to the base by 
a rotational spring. Formulation of the governing equations of motion for the idealized system was based 
on Lagrangian mechanics and the closed-form solution was derived from the poles of the transfer 
function. In this work, the proposed closed-form solution explicitly addresses the ductility level at which 
RC bridge columns reach their instability under dynamic loads. The proposed solution can be further 
simplified for incorporation in seismic design guidelines of slender reinforced concrete (RC) bridge 
columns that inherently take into account P-Δ effects. 

P-Delta Limit State for the Seismic 

Evaluation of Slender RC Bridge Columns 

Dr. Pedro F. Silva 
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DATE: Wednesday, April 6, 2016 
TIME: 4:00 to 4:50 pm  
LOCATION: Holden Hall Auditorium 

Speaker: 
Dr.! Kevin! Wong! is! currently! a! research! structural! engineer! in! the!

Engineering! Laboratory! at! the! National! Institute! of! Standards! and!

Technology! (NIST).! ! He! is! a! member! of! the! Earthquake! Engineering!

Group,!a!part!of!the!National!Earthquake!Hazards!Reduction!Program!

(NEHRP)!at!NIST.!!He!graduated!with!his!Ph.D.!degree!at!the!University!

of! California,! Los! Angeles.! ! His! research! interest! includes! structural!

dynamics,! stability,! nonlinear! structural! analysis! and! modeling,! and!

earthquake! engineering.! ! He! has! coNauthored! two! textbooks! titled!

Structural! Dynamics! for! Structural! Engineers! published! in! 2000! and!
more! recently! Theory! of! Nonlinear! Structural! Analysis! published! in!
2014.!!

Presentation Summary:  
The! classical! method! of! structural! analysis! with! material! nonlinearity! has! always! been! using! the!

method!of!changing!stiffness!to!capture!the!force!reduction!after!yielding!in!the!structure.!!This!often!raises!a!

stability! question! on! using! the! appropriate! stiffness! matrix! to! represent! both! geometric! nonlinearity! and!

material! nonlinearity.! To! answer! this! question,! this! presentation! explains! the! use! of! stability! functions! for!

handling!geometric!nonlinearity!by!including!material!nonlinearity!in!the!formulation!starting!from!the!basic!

principles! of! structural! mechanics.! ! Through! this! unique! combination,! the! stiffness! force! is! computed! by!

multiplying!a!nonlinear!stiffness!matrix!(due!to!geometric!nonlinearity)!with!a!nonlinear!displacement!vector!

(due!to!material!nonlinearity).!!A!summary!of!the!nonlinear!stiffness!matrices!is!presented!to!demonstrate!the!

simplicity!of!the!formulation!in!addressing!the!coupling!effect!between!geometric!and!material!nonlinearities.!!

Numerical! implementation!of!the!method! is!used!to!demonstrate!the!advantages!of!solving!nonlinear!static!

problems! over! the! classical! method! of! changing! stiffness.! ! Finally,! the! method! is! used! to! benchmark! the!

accuracy!of!various!algorithms!on!structural!collapse!simulation!during!nonlinear!dynamic!analysis.!

!

A%New%Analytical%Method%for%Performing%Nonlinear%Analysis%%

of%SeismicallyEExcited%Framed%Structures%

!

!

Earthquake%Engineering%
Research%Institute%

Virginia%Tech%Student%Chapter%



 

 

 

 

The Virginia Tech EERI Student 

Chapter welcomes you to attend 

SOCIAL NIGHT this Thursday at 

The Cellar (downstairs). 

 

All majors with interest in earthquake engineering 

are welcome to join VT EERI for a casual evening of 

good food, games and networking among colleagues. 

We look forward to seeing you there! 

 

WHAT: VT EERI Social Night 

WHERE: The Cellar (downstairs) 

WHEN: Thursday, February 4th, @ 5:00 p.m. 



 

 

 

 

The Virginia Tech EERI Student 

Chapter welcomes you to attend 

OFFICER ELECTIONS  

this Wednesday in Patton Hall. 

All students with interest in earthquake engineering 

are welcome to join VT EERI this Wednesday to 

hear more about becoming a member or potentially 

run for an officer position. We hope to see you 

there! 

 

 

WHAT: VT EERI Officer Elections 

WHERE: 305 Patton Hall 

WHEN: Wednesday, April 27th, @ 5:15 p.m. 


